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ABSTRACT

With the advancement of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)

and cryptographic technologies, remote healthcare services have

becomemore widespread, presenting new challenges for patient pri-

vacy and data security. Conventional security mechanisms, such as

centralized authentication and key distribution systems, are suscep-

tible to single points of failure and signi�cant management burdens,

potentially leading to compromised authentication centers and in-

ternal security threats. In response, this study presents a threshold

signature algorithm, it uses Distributed Key Generation (DKG) that

distributes private keys without the need for a trusted key distribu-

tor, requiring the cooperative signature of at least two nodes for

authentication. This approach not only circumvents the risk of sin-

gle points of failure but also enhances the system’s robustness and

e�ciency. The experimental results validate its prospective utility

in safeguarding remote healthcare data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advancement of IoT and encryption technologies has trans-

formed healthcare through the creation of the Internet of Medical

Things (IoMT) [3], enhancing healthcare by o�ering immediate and

e�cient services. However, widespread digital sharing of health

data raises signi�cant privacy and security concerns for patient

information. Although remote medical services o�er substantial

convenience, authentication brings new challenges. The issues of

inadequate identity veri�cation and unauthorized access to data
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are prevalent. Current security methods, such as traditional au-

thentication protocols [1], often lack clarity in permission hier-

archies. For instance, physicians can access patient information

directly from hospital databases, and similarly, attackers that com-

promise medical IoT devices could potentially obtain patient data

from hospital systems. To mitigate these vulnerabilities, research

has proposed threshold signature schemes based on Shamir’s Secret

Sharing [4]. However, these schemes require a trustworthy third

party (dealer) to distribute key shares, which makes the system

susceptible to fraud by the dealer and participants. Addressing the

challenge of a trusted third party, existing Threshold Signature

Schemes (TSS) protocols [2] are computationally intensive due to

complex Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs) and commitment schemes,

rendering them impractical for resource-constrained medical IoT

devices. Therefore, a lightweight TSS tailored for low-power em-

bedded devices is urgently needed. In response to these challenges,

this poster introduces an innovative and e�cient threshold signa-

ture protocol that operates without the need for a dealer, designed

explicitly for the IoMT environment. It is designed to meet the

computational constraints of low-power embedded devices while

ensuring system security and robustness.

2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

In the �eld of telemedicine, IoMT devices are crucial for delivering

contemporary healthcare services by capturing and transmitting

real-time patient data. This data is sent through edge servers to clin-

icians for diagnosis and stored in hospital databases. Nevertheless,

during transmission, the data is vulnerable to security threats like

man-in-the-middle and replay attacks, risking the con�dentiality

and integrity of sensitive patient information. To address these

security vulnerabilities, there is an urgent need for a lightweight

security mechanism that can ensure the secure transmission of data

while accommodating the limited computational resources of IoMT

devices. Threshold Signature Schemes (TSS) o�er a potential solu-

tion by distributing the key across multiple participants, requiring

collective involvement to complete the veri�cation process. Fur-

thermore, the adoption of TSS can enhance device authentication

strength, prevent identity spoo�ng and replay attacks, and mitigate

the risks of internal threats and privilege escalation attacks through

�ne-grained access control policies.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

In the context of remote medical services, our proposed protocol

delineates the interaction between four principal entities, as illus-

trated in Figure 1: 1) Sensors, 2) Edge server, 3) Hospital server,

and 4) Hospital database. Each with distinct functionalities outlined
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[(2,3)-Distributed Key Generation.]

[(2,3)-Threshold Signing.]

Figure 1: Overview of threshold cryptography-based authen-

tication protocol. Note that in the signing phase, any 2 of 3

B:Bℎ0A4 can co-sign to reconstruct the original B: .

as follows: Hospital’s database: A secure storage system that

maintains patient records and accepts incoming data from remote

physicians, contingent on proper authentication and authorization.

Hospital server: They are the end-users in the remote healthcare

infrastructure, responsible for analyzing the patient data received

from IoMT devices via the edge server and making medical diag-

noses. Edge server: It acts as an intermediary that facilitates secure

data transmission between IoMT devices and remote physicians.

The edge server also participates in the DKG process to generate

a part of the private key. Sensors:Monitor patient health metrics

and generate sensitive data. Each IoMT device initiates the protocol

by establishing a secure connection to the edge server.

Our protocol involves IoMT devices, edge servers, and hospi-

tal servers (excluding hospital databases) in performing a (2,3)-

Distributed Key Generation (DKG) as depicted in Fig.1 (a). This

generates a unique secret key for each entity and a single public

key, with each entity securely holding a private key share. This

collective approach defends against cyber threats like single points

of failure and third-party attacks. Speci�cally, any two entities, such

as the hospital server and sensors, can use a (2,3)-threshold signing

scheme (Fig.1 (b)) to generate a signature. This not only allows

for key recovery if lost but also strengthens system security. Once

the signature is veri�ed, sensors can send con�dential data to the

hospital server for analysis. Upon successful signature validation,

the sensors are authorized to transmit con�dential patient data to

the hospital server for health analytics.

4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We simulated the entire lifecycle of our TSS protocol in a local

environment, employing an 8-core processor with Ubuntu 20.04.

Three distinct processes represented the participating parties in the

scheme, and inter-process communication was facilitated via sock-

ets. We compare our approach with two baseline approaches, [1]

and [2], which are the traditional authentication protocol without

any protection and existing threshold signature protocol, separately.

The comparison results are displayed in Table I. In comparison

to [1], our proposed method o�ers an enhanced level of security

while maintaining a computational time that is within the same

order of magnitude. Compared to [2], we observe a signi�cant

reduction in computation time from 11.9 seconds to merely 0.11

seconds. This substantial decrease not only attests to the lower

computational complexity of our methodology but also indicates its

suitability for deployment on resource-constrained IoMT devices.

For the communication overhead, the signing phase in our approach

costs more than the other two baselines. However, the 160kb in 13

seconds is acceptable in our IoMT application if we consider the

additional protection.
Table 1: Performance evaluation on di�erent authentication

approaches.

DKG (Ours) Sign (Ours) [1] [2]

Computation Time 0.01s 0.1s 10.8ms 11.9s

Communication Time 0.02s 13s 17ms 4.7s

Communication Overhead 0.2kb 160kb 0.41kb 3.8kb

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In conclusion, our work introduces a threshold cryptography-based

authentication protocol for IoMT, leveraging a (2,3)-Distributed

Key Generation to eliminate single points of failure and avoid the

need for a trusted dealer. Our results indicate that the protocol

operates e�ciently within the constraints of IoMT devices, o�ering

minimal communication overhead and reasonable computational

demands. In the future work, we intend to deploy the proposed

authentication protocol on real-world devices[5].
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